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LOOKING BACK . . .
MOVING FORWARD

Lott Carey remembers natural disasters across the world and the uncommon
courage of people who continue fighting to restore faith and hope
Updates from New Jersey, Louisiana, Haiti, Nepal and Liberia

Mission Ready
Short-term missions to Haiti are
available through the African
American Baptist Mission
Collaboration (AABMC),
which is recruiting individuals,
groups and churches to partner
with local communities in
evangelism, education, health
and construction projects.
There are four trips currently
scheduled:
Nov. 7-14, 2015; Nov. 28-Dec.
5, 2015; March 5-12, 2016,
and April 16-23, 2016.
For more information,
email Kathi Reid—
kreid@lottcarey.org
—or call 301-429-3300.
Photo: Mike Tucker

U P D AT E S
Louisiana: Page 4.
New Jersey: Page 26.

Mississippi: Page 30.
Liberia: Page 32.

Nepal: Page 40.
Haiti: Page 42.

Somalia: Page 47.
Photo Essays: Pages 10 & 20.
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HELPING PEOPLE

August 2005 changed the
world for a lot of people. That
is the month Hurricane Katrina
made landfall on the Gulf
Coast of the United States and
devastated lives and livelihoods
for millions of people. It also
changed the strategy of the Lott
Carey global Christian missional
community.
I was attending the funeral
of Dr. B.J. Maxon, a longtime
member of the Lott Carey
community, as Katrina was
approaching shore. I remember
watching—fixating is a better
word—on the weather reports
the day and hours before the
funeral. I also remember being
determined to catch my flight
as soon as possible! My escape
opportunity before the storm,
however, was far different from
that of the residents caught in
the storm and its aftermath.

RISE AGAIN
LOTT CAREY’S

DISASTER
SERVICES
STRATEGY

By Dr. David Emmanuel Goatley
Executive Secretary-Treasurer
The images of horror and
pain are still clear in my memory. The natural disaster was huge.
The human error was larger. The
devastation was traumatic for
the country—and the world. I
remember getting emails from

friends and partners in various
countries assuring their prayer
support and sharing their distress
about the images and information emanating from the affected
areas.
Lott Carey partners began

contacting our international
office not to ask whether we
were responding, but asking
how we were responding. Our
Lott Carey network understood
that when trouble calls, Lott
Carey answers. We immediately
reached out to colleagues in the
area to offer prayer partnership,
financial support, and technical
assistance.
A decade later, Lott Carey has
developed a robust disaster services network designed to help
churches to help vulnerable communities prepare for, respond
to, and recover from disasters.
By using churches as shelters,
mobilizing volunteers, providing
food, distributing supplies—and
more—the Lott Carey network
is rapidly becoming a premier
disaster services network of African-American heritage.
Continued on Page 31

New Lott Carey-American Red Cross
Partnership Targets Emergency Preparedness

W

ASHINGTON,
D.C.—Optimism is riding
high after the
recent agreement between
Lott Carey and the American
Red Cross to provide disaster
preparedness training as well as
response and recovery services
when disaster strikes.
The collaboration will boost
the profile of the Red Cross in a
variety of communities and enhance the scope of Lott Carey’s
Disaster Services Network in
building, training and encouraging volunteerism of individuals
and churches in local Red Cross
chapters.
“Our partnership with the
Lott Carey Herald/Summer 2015

“We feel blessed to be serving alongside . . .”

Photo: Kathi L. Reid

Dr. David Goatley of Lott Carey, left, and Scott Graham of the
American Red Cross sign a partnership agreement to engage in disaster
preparedness and other training.

American Red Cross enlarges the
capacity of churches in the Lott
Carey Network to serve vulnerable communities better,” says Dr.
David Emmanuel Goatley, Executive Secretary-Treasurer of Lott
Carey. “Helping communities
to prepare for, respond to, and
recover from disasters is a visible
and viable way of demonstrating
the love of God.”
Scott Graham, Division
Disaster Executive for the Red
Cross, says: “Lott Carey is the
perfect partner because it has
a proven track record. We feel
blessed to be serving alongside
this wonderful team.”
The organizations, which will
Continued on Page 46
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LAKE CHARLES LOUISIANA

BLESSED
BLESSING

&

A Southwest Louisiana preacher is extending the traditional
boundaries of church, infusing an entrepreneurial spirit into
missions work. How much more can he do?

L

AKE CHARLES, LOUISIANA—
Samuel C. Tolbert, Jr., is a man with a
mission; actually several missions. Since
Hurricanes Katrina and Rita, the pastor
and teacher of Greater St. Mary Missionary Baptist Church (GSM) has been managing:
Text and Photos by Mike Tucker
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•

The move of one church
campus to a renovated
former Presbyterian church
facility that offers an artistic
sanctuary, staff offices,
program rooms and ample
parking.
• The operation of the
church’s Relief Center,
which continues to feed
and clothe dozens of needy
citizens.
• A host of civic programs
under the church’s mission
banner—everything from
providing office space for
a Sickle Cell program to
envisioning a new housing
development on several
acres donated to the church.
It is all part of what Rev.
Tolbert believes creates
healthier churches and communities—an enterprising
ministry that strengthens
members and missions.
Rev. Tolbert escorted Lott
Carey Herald Managing Editor
Mike Tucker on tours of the new
church and the Relief Center,
then granted the following
interview.
How did you get involved in
disaster relief work and Lott
Carey?
Lott Carey Herald/Summer 2015

Our state convention, Louisiana Home and Foreign Missions
Baptist State Convention, transferred leadership to me about a
week and a half before Katrina
stuck because our president, Dr.
Benjamin J. Maxon, died. So
the storm hits, and Lott Carey
is searching for someone to help
with relief efforts. We started
conversations with Dr. David
Emmanuel Goatley because he
really wanted to know what was
going on. He wanted to know
what we needed.
Were you surprised by Lott
Carey’s approach—asking what
you needed rather than telling
you what it was going to do?
It was so different . . . I started thinking, “This is like going
shopping.” I could give some really good input based on what I
heard evacuees say. They realized
that the church was not going
to have enough money to help
them get up and rise again, but
they wanted the church to direct
them to the right resources.

Greater St. Mary’s new home includes unique architectural features such
as this large circular stained glass window.

So the conversations continued by phone and face to face.
You even went to events in the
region. What did you learn?
Continued on Page 6
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Graceful wood and stained glass create a beautiful worship space in main sanctuary.
BLESSED & BLESSING
Continued from Page 5

Evacuees needed social service
help—professional people who
could point them to resources
on the local, state and national
levels. And they needed mental
health services. Katrina struck
in August 2005, and then Rita
struck in September in Southwest Louisiana, including Lake
Charles. So the people who had
evacuated from Katrina were
now double evacuees. I told Dr.
Goatley that you could really see
the spike in mental health issues.
Even those of us providing care
were having some issues. We
started saying, “God, I’m only
here helping people, and now I
don’t have anywhere to stay.”
6

Aside from the mental stress,
what other issues did you have
to deal with?
Evacuees were living on the
edges financially. They were
thinking, “We might have to
spend money on gas to evacuate,
on food, clothing, temporary
shelter.” That was beyond their
budgets. You have to understand
this was not like previous evacuations, when you came home
after a few days. This time was
different. You couldn’t go back
to New Orleans, and you were
under mandatory evacuation
because of Rita.
So the continuing need was the
key factor in maintaining the
Resurrection Center and mak-

ing it part of St. Mary missions
as the Relief Center?
It starts with providing initial
relief. People needed somewhere
to sleep. All of a sudden, the
Sunday school class became a
hotel room. People needed hot
meals, not just cold sandwiches.
St. Mary was worshipping in a
gymnasium-type setting, so we
didn’t have pews. We could move
things around, take the existing chairs and add tables. We
became the central feeding place
among the African American
churches in Lake Charles. Evacuees would sleep in the classrooms
at various churches, and then
come over to St. Mary for breakfast, lunch, and dinner. Different
churches would sponsor a day.
Lott Carey Herald/Summer 2015

GSM Pastor Samuel C. Tolbert, Jr., sees safe and secure housing as eventual part of church mission.
Did small donations, such as
toiletries, make a difference?
They really helped because
church classrooms were not set
up to be hotel rooms. Churches
don’t usually stock toothpaste,
deodorant and soap. We had
to start because people needed
showers and some churches had
them. But at some point, you
have got to start looking at how
to get these people back to their
homes or into permanent housing. Until that could happen,
we created mental health and
social service components, and
programs for children. And we
had displaced pastors and people
who needed spiritual care. Some
pastors at the relief center provided spiritual counseling and
prayer, so that became an outlet
for them.
The experience seemed to
deepen your relationship with
Lott Carey?
We are sewn together so tight
that it is difficult to even see
Lott Carey Herald/Summer 2015

I think the way you do ministry
makes you a teacher especially
when it is according to the Scripture. It is not about just teaching
the Scripture, it is about doing
the Scripture. I think Lott Carey
has helped me do what I was
preaching.

Colorful playground area means children attending Greater St. Mary
will exercise their bodies and minds in a beautiful environment.
us responding to any disaster
or launching into any efforts
to help serve people separately
again.
Why is that?
Lott Carey walks alongside you
to help you do what you do best.
And they know how to get maximum potential out of you—such
as churches opening their doors

to be places for people to sleep.
Let’s talk about the sign
in front of your church. It
identifies you as “pastor and
teacher.”
I go beyond the traditional setting in a church, where there is
a room, where there are students
and I am up teaching. That is
included, but I go beyond that.

How so?
They helped me understand that
you have to think strategically.
I guess I was a strategic thinker
pre-Katrina-Rita, but I became
more strategic in the area of
missions and not only missions
abroad, but missions at home as
well. It taught me how to leverage resources—dollars, people,
and facilities. If a room can hold
a Sunday school class on Sunday,
it can house people during the
week because it is sitting there
empty the rest of the week. Also,
if disasters happen, we are better
equipped to handle them. We
have experience, and we put
some things in writing—some
actions plans.
7

Pauline Hurst runs the
GSM Relief Center, which
continues to provide living
essentials to those in need.
On the right: She confers
with Pastor Tolbert.

By Rosa Allen

FROM FEAR FAITH
TO

Text and Photos
by Mike Tucker
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When Hurricane Katrina forced Pauline Hurst to evacuate
New Orleans with family and friends, she didn’t know what
to expect on the other side of the state in Lake Charles. Not
only did she find welcoming arms but fulfillment as coordinator of Greater St. Mary Relief Center. Here’s how she found
her calling after receiving a call from Rev. Samuel Tolbert, Jr.,
to come west—immediately—to escape the devastation. Others received the same call.
Lott Carey Herald/August 2014

Hurst, reviewing
paperwork with a
client, says: “I’ve
always had a desire
to help people.”

Commentary by Pauline Hurst

E

verybody was apprehensive because we
really didn’t know
what was going to
happen. Church members met
us at the door of the church
shelter. They were very receptive, willing to do whatever
needed to be done.
There were about 20 of us.
We thought it was only going to
be for a short period of time.
It turned out to be months.
Those months allowed us to get
ourselves situated.
Pastor Tolbert was able to
get us on at the Relief Center through a work program.
We started taking donations,
getting things in order. We lived
upstairs over the church for six
months and were able to receive
18-wheelers coming in all hours
of the night. We turned areas
Lott Carey Herald/Summer 2015

“We really took to the work. It became more
than a job. It was a way to release stress.”
into office space.
My sister, Cynthia Jones, was
with the Benjamin J. Maxon Jr.
Resource Center. She provided
technical assistance to churches
that helped them respond to
evacuee and community needs,
such as insurance.
We really took to the work. It
became more than a job. It was
a way to release stress. We didn’t
have time to dwell on all of the
things that we had lost. So when
people came in crying and upset,
what better way for us to help?
We knew what they were going
through because we were in the
same boat. We could understand their plight. We could cry
together, we could pray together,
we could offer them counseling,
because we were going through

the same thing. We were going
through our own grieving situation by helping others.
There was so much devastation after Katrina and Rita.
People still needed help and
we knew we had to take the
Relief Center a step further; we
needed social workers, pastoral
counseling and youth programs.
Lott Carey came in and provided
what we needed.
And the basic needs continue.
There are many blended families now because of the economy or maybe a spouse lost a
job or children are moving back
home with parents. Whatever
the reasons, they need food and
clothing, furniture, and referrals
to other agencies if we can’t help
them. We are here to help them

rise again until they can get on
their feet.
I think we’re more prepared
for another Katrina or Rita but
we really need to step up our
game—more preparedness
training in churches for pastors
and congregations; building a
contact list database so we know
who can feed, clothe and shelter
people in an emergency. We can’t
wait until the last minute.
God had a plan. I’ve always
had a desire to help people. I
was in the medical field, a physical therapist. I enjoy working
with people. I enjoy doing disaster work because it’s wonderful
when they come back and tell
you how much you’ve helped.
That’s gratifying . . . to know I’ve
been a little beacon of light that
helped somebody.
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Clients Bertha Francis and Marilyn Simpson shopping.

Relief Center worker Annie Mae Horne sorts canned goods.

Hurst tracks a delivery.

AN OASIS IN A D
10
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Workmen deliver mattresses to warehouse.

Volunteer Jessie Mae Harrison checks cereal supply.

DESERT OF NEED

Photo Essay
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The Silver Lining
in Hurricane Rita:
A Rebuilt Life

H

Sickle Cell
Executive Etta
Pete and Pastor
Tolbert review
paperwork at
offices provided
by Greater St.
Mary.

Storms Spurs Church’s
Support for Sickle Cell Aid

urricane Rita didn’t have a chance
against Mary Bills-Dix. The
then-single mother of three evacuated with 90 percent of her church
family to a church in Alexandria, Louisiana,
where they all lived for a while. When they returned home, the landlord would not allow the
family to occupy because of what he called “repairs.” Undaunted, she accepted invitations from
church members who opened their homes. She
had already decided to go back to college.
Then she found employment as an administrative assistant for the Fountain Project/Lott
Carey. “I felt that by helping others, I was helping
myself,” she says. Bill-Dix worked in the Resurrection Center and became the local assistant
program director. Working with Dr. David Emmanuel Goatley, Executive Secretary-Treasurer
of Lott Carey, and Pastor Samuel C. Tolbert of
Greater St. Mary Missionary Baptist Church also
made a difference in her life. She learned to be
more trusting, which she says was no easy task
because she had once been in an abusive relationship.
“This experience increased my faith in God,”
says Bills-Dix. “I learned to have more faith in
God than in fear of what any person could do to
me. And the healing process began.” Today, BillsDix holds a bachelor’s degree in sociology from
McNeese State University, is remarried and working on a master’s degree in marriage and family
therapy from Capella University.

V

aluable medical information was lost when Hurricanes Katrina and
Rita put Louisiana under water. So it was difficult for Southwest Louisiana Sickle Cell Anemia to get funding and recover files. But thanks
to Greater St. Mary Missionary Baptist Church, the nonprofit is again
providing health and education services to about 60 clients. “The church donated
office space in a building and land it owns as part of its ongoing community ministry,” says Pastor Samuel C. Tolbert, Jr. Rent and utilities are included. Etta Pete,
executive director of the sickle cell agency, says she was stunned. “I couldn’t believe it. I’m just so grateful. We started with zero budget.”

—Text & Photo By Mike Tucker
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Pastor Tolbert jokes with Bills-Dix, who says the
hurricane experience deepened her faith.
Lott Carey Herald/Summer 2015

COLFAX LOUISIANA

FOUNTAIN
PINES

A Portrait in Enterprise
and Self-Reliance
Baptist Camp Prepares for
What if Scenarios

Lott Carey Herald/Summer 2015
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Fountain Pines Director
Charlene Rachal loves
the environment and the
excitement of on-going
development.

Text and Photos
by Mike Tucker
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COLFAX, LOUISIANA—When
the Fountain Pines Baptist Camp
was dedicated in 2010, Rev. Dr. J.
Michael Sanders preached everybody to their feet.
At the time, the rural tabernacle
was packed with hurricane evacuees and others eager to see the
establishment of a place here in the
woods of central Louisiana where
people could seek sanctuary and
shelter when natural disasters strike.
“We are the downtrodden
whom the Lord picked up,” he

said. “We are the weak whom
Hallelujahs, Amens and
the Almighty empowered.
praise erupted all around.
We are the untouchables
Fountain Pines is still
whom the Lord laid his
a cause for praise, years
hands on.”
after Rev. Sanders and
Several hundred believFountain Baptist Church
in Summit, New Jersey,
ers rose when the New Jersey preacher hit his stride: J. Michael Sanders raised a million dollars
“I don’t know how you
to initiate a breakthrough ministry to deal with the
feel about it, but somebody ought
to say, thank you. Somebody needs economic, social and spiritual needs
to give God the glory and give God of Gulf Region communities—
the praise. Somebody should lift up needs exacerbated by back-to-back
holy hands and cry out, Hallelujah.” Hurricanes Katrina and Rita in 2005.
As Fountain
Pines is
developed, the
recent sale of
cleared trees
represent a source
of income.

Lott
LottCarey
CareyHerald/Summer
Herald/Summer2015
2015

Pastor Tom Hamilton of Pilgrim Missionary Baptist
Church in Alexandria is the ultimate do-it-yourselfer.
He is credited with refurbishing the main worship
facility—from ceiling to cabinets.

Fountain Pines caretaker Johnny Holmes, standing, with Rev. Albert Sykes, who
worked on securing the rural property. He pastors Magnolia Missionary Baptist
Church in Boyce and Little Rock Missionary Baptist Church in Colfax.
With Fountain Pines Baptist
Church as the funding partner,
Lott Carey as the administrative
partner and the Louisiana Home
and Foreign Missions Baptist
State Convention (LHFMBSC)
joining as the implementing
partner, the trio launched innovative projects providing food,
clothing, counseling and housing
for thousands in the affected
areas; education scholarships and
job skills for evacuees; consultation to pastors; and grants to
Lott Carey Herald/Summer 2015

churches to help cope with the
disasters.
The 25-acre venue that was
once the setting for black 4-H
meetings during the days of
segregation is now a catalyst for
economic and spiritual growth in
the area. Not bad for a $102,000
investment.
The site hosts adult and
youth activities, including retreats and special programs,
and features cabins with bunk
beds, bath houses, office space,

Joseph Martin, Jr., set the tone when he remodeled a
cabin. The retired Marine teaches leadership at a local
high school.

and a house for a caretaker. A
spirit of entrepreneurism and
self-reliance is evident, too.
Area pastors, supported by their
congregations, are helping to
develop the site—undertaking
construction projects and installations to save money. A recent
sale of some of the pine trees
on the property will add $70,000
to facility coffers. “When you
love your job, it becomes a part
of you,” says Charlene Rachal,
director of Fountain Pines Bap-

tist Camp.
All involved seem most proud
that Fountain Pines can be a
shelter in a time of storm or
other disasters. The facilities can
feed up to 300 and shelter about
150 in cabins and buildings in
an emergency. “Our job is to be
ready at all times,” Rachal says.

Mike Tucker is Managing Editor of
Lott Carey Herald.
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NEW ORLEANS LOUISIANA

My Katrina Story Becomes
My Song of Praise
By Rev. Mitchell J. Stevens, Sr.
Photos by Mike Tucker

Editor’s Note: Rev. Mitchell J.
Stevens, Sr., is a man of the cloth
and a man of music. In 2009, the
clergyman, who holds a bachelor’s
degree from Xavier University and
a master’s from Loyola, released a
CD—“Experience Praise Live”—he
says was birthed from his Katrina
experience. He shepherds two
flocks—Pilgrim Baptist Church in
Kenner and Mount Zion Baptist
Church in the Tremé neighborhood
of New Orleans. When Katrina
struck, he and his family evacuated
to Lake Charles, normally a threehour drive that took 11 hours.
When Rita hit, they evacuated to
Pastor Stevens is a double double threat: He pastors two churches, and
Baton Rouge. About a month later, he can preach and sing. He is caught in pensive mood, above, assessing
he returned to New Orleans.
hurricane damage.
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N

EW ORLEANS,
LOUISIANA—
Mount Zion was
damaged so badly
that we didn’t think it would be
recoverable. We had damage from
about six feet of water and the
roof was peeled back by the wind
exposing the upper sanctuary to
constant rain. As a result of the
rain that was coming in, we lost
the pews and flooring. The only
thing we were able to salvage
from upstairs was the organ. Our
organist took it home and kept it
for a couple of years to rebuild it.
Everything else was totally ruined. Pilgrim, on the other hand,
did not receive floodwaters; but
Lott Carey Herald/Summer 2015

high winds damaged the roof
and brought in rainwater. So
because of Katrina both of my
congregations were scattered all
over the country.
Taking it all in
The first thing I thought was
“my ministry is over.” In conversations with members, many
were saying they were never
coming back to New Orleans.
They were afraid of the storms
and not sure if they could rebuild.
Probably 95 percent of the
membership at Mount Zion had
houses that were flooded, including myself.
I remember trying to encourage people to come back. I
would call myself a “wounded
healer,” because although I was
hurting, I still had to offer hope.
I decided I had to be pastor to
people by telephone; that’s when
I learned how to text. I was
trying to keep up with members
and keep them encouraged.
Lott Carey’s role and the
Resurrection Center
Dr. David Goatley and Lott
Carey were instrumental in
helping me to heal. The healing
began when he and a group of
clergy from Lott Carey came to
Pilgrim. I remember that day
very well because it was the first
time that I saw the extent of the
damage to our building. On the
inside I was very broken, but
on the outside I was trying to
remain strong.
I got involved with the Resurrection Center, located at New
Hope Baptist Church in New
Orleans. The center was located
there because it was one of the
few churches that didn’t completely flood. The work of the
Resurrection Center lasted about
a year. We were active every single day, and we had many new
clients—people coming in for
help, food and clothing.
But the beauty of the Resurrection Center was the comLott Carey Herald/Summer 2015

Rev. Stevens still must deal with damaged addition next to Mt. Zion.
ponent of pastoral care. New
Orleans residents could come to
the center and share in prayer
with a pastor on staff and receive
spiritual counseling. It’s one of
the things that makes Lott Carey
unique—the sense of integrity
that Lott Carey imparts. It created meaningful opportunities for
us as pastors after Katrina. It was

never about raising money to put
in the pastors’ pockets. I didn’t
need that. I needed a brother. I
needed a shoulder to lean on.
The bottom line
I push both churches toward
excellence. The major component of excellence is missions. So
it is no longer a group of women

wearing white dresses. Missions
is now the responsibility and
the message of the church. The
church is missional no matter
what. That means being in touch
with your community. Lott Carey can help plant the seed and
produce a great harvest.
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Construction
yields new
homes in hard
hit areas of
New Orleans.
Pictured above,
housing for lowand moderateincome families.
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Double-Evacuee Gains
Through Giving
‘Even though I was in need, I still needed
to help others . . .’

H

urricanes Katrina and
Rita chased Jacquelyn
Robinson and her family
around Louisiana for
six months before letting them return home. She and family members
trekked from New Orleans to Baton
Rouge to Lake Charles to Alexandria
to Lake Charles and, finally, back
home. She realized how valuable faith
and service are while working at the
Resurrection Center in New Orleans.
Her thoughts:

‘If it’s in my neighborhood, I can get
some help, too.’ ”

On helping and healing
“Even though I was in need, I still
needed to help others who were
maybe in worse condition.
There was no assistance that was given to me from FEMA on the ruined
home. The healing came because
when you heard of other people who
were being helped, it made you know,

On how she has changed
“It made me a better person because
I found that if you help, when you
give it comes back. It made me understand the Scriptures better: I could
read it, but when I experienced it, it
made it alive in my life. I found that
love is an action word.”

On Lott Carey
“They are a godsend. I had never,
even with all of the different organizations that I was involved in, had an
opportunity to meet people who are
real mission-minded. They are doing
exactly what Jesus told them to do.
They get in there and get their hands
dirty, and they’re not looking for
anything in return.”

Rev. Stevens prays with Robinson, who says she is grateful for his ever-present
kindness.

Lott Carey Herald/Summer 2015

Falkins can smile as she works on a new project. But she says
Katrina had her reeling for a while.

Entrepreneur Battles
Back after Katrina

B

efore Hurricane Katrina hit, V. Ann Smith
Falkins operated a day care center and
school that she opened in the mid-1980s.
L&T Preparatory Academy served about
300 youngsters from nursery to third grade. But that
enterprise ended when Katrina’s waters came.
Soon, her school was underwater and her home
was facing the same fate. She and four family members
escaped to the top floor of their house, where they survived five days on smoked sausage and a gallon of water
before they were airlifted out. They evacuated to Alabama
and Georgia.
When she finally was able to see her school again, she
was stunned.
“I didn’t know what I was going to do,” says Falkins,
who earned her master’s degree in education from the
University of New Orleans and a bachelor’s from Xavier
University. “There was no way it could be fixed.”
Clergy and workers from Lott Carey-affiliated programs attempted to salvage the school, but the water
damage was too extensive. And state and federal help did
not materialize. That the experience was painful is evident
as she blinks back tears and remembers efforts to save
her school.
“Lott Carey is a wonderful organization,” she says,
“and if you ask they will do whatever they can.”
Today, the enterprising educator insists Katrina
knocked her down but not out. She says she’s working
on another venture, which she hopes to announce soon,
and is volunteering at the Sojourner Truth Neighborhood
Center in Tremé.
“I truly believe God gives you the desire of your
heart,” says Falkins. “My desire is to educate children and
change lives.”
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LOWER NINTH WAR
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Photo Essay
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Iconic FEMA
trailers appeared
throughout
hurricane region.

Visiting clergy
did a doubletake when they
came upon this
ravaged church
a few months
after the water
receded.
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New houses a
welcome sight,
above; at left, a
grim reminder of
the bizarre damage
Katrina caused.

Photo: Mike Tucker

This home needs to be repaired or demolished, but it is difficult to locate owners who abandon properties.
Lott Carey Herald/Summer 2015
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Pastor Remembers First Challenge:
Restore Damaged Building and Spirits

W

hen Rev. Melvin Collins III
became the 14th pastor of
First Free Mission Baptist
Church, his first charge was
to fix the building that Hurricane Katrina
damaged. Today, both the church and the
membership are restored and celebrating 147
years of service. Rev. Collins, who built membership from 40 to 125, shared his thoughts
about the experience with Lott Carey Herald’s
Mike Tucker:
Tell me about the Katrina damage.
I relocated to Shreveport to escape the
storm. I was able to get back into New Orleans about two weeks later. Our church’s
large windows were totally blown in. One was
14 feet by 6 feet. The other one is about 17
feet by 5 feet. Pure stained glass. When those
winds came through, the windows imploded.
That’s how water got into the sanctuary . . .
Everything now is fixed. What you learn is
storms come from different directions and
they expose weaknesses that you may not
have known about with the previous storm.
Describe the impact on the congregation
of having to fix windows and constantly
bail water.
It weighs on the psyche for sure. After rebuilding from Hurricane Katrina, the congregation was older. When Tropical Storm Isaac
came, the stained glass survived. There was a
lot of praying, a lot of leaning on each other.
The worship was different. There was a lot
of listening because people were just tired
after Katrina. It was a traumatic experience to
see all of the water.
Did you seek counsel with other pastors?
It helped to have friends to listen to me . . .
Rev. Mitchell Stevens was one. We talked,
prayed and encouraged each other to persevere, to endure. That’s always a great help.
What do you think of Lott Carey and its
“Helping People Rise Again” motto?
I first met Dr. David Emmanuel Goatley
when Rev. Stevens invited me to go to a
meeting about the Fountain Project. I was
impressed that when they came in, that they
24

didn’t come in with an agenda. They just
came to listen. It’s good to know that you
have people with resources, both money and
human capital, to help you move forward.

Photo: Mike Tucker

Step-by-step Pastor Collins repaired and
replenished membership and building.
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Mustard Seed
Meets Mountain
Pastor’s Hope Unshaken
During 10-year Vigil

Y

ou could say Pastor
Aldon Cotton has the
patience of Job and
the faith of Abraham. Since Hurricane Katrina
destroyed his church in 2005, he’s
been trying to rebuild Jerusalem
Missionary Baptist Church. But
a decade later, the sanctuary
remains a construction husk in
need of financing. The steadfast
cleric talked to Mike Tucker of
Everyone found out, and you
Lott Carey Herald:
had to evacuate.
I had 40 people traveling with me
You maintain that you knew
in 2005. We found hotels availsomething was going to hapable in Greenville, Mississippi.
pen in New Orleans weeks
before the hurricane hit.
Eventually, you heard about
About three months before
the fate of your church from
Katrina happened, the Lord put
an acquaintance.
a burden and a weight on me. I
said to my congregation, “Some- He says, “Reverend Cotton, I’m
standing in front of your buildthing is going to happen that is
going to shake our faith—but the ing and it’s gone, it’s completely
gone.”
Lord won’t tell me what.”
Lott Carey Herald/Summer 2015
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Some people would say, “Give
up. Surely, if God wanted you
to have a new church, you’d
have it by now.”
I asked God what faith really is,
and before Katrina he helped
me to understand faith is trusting Him to do what He said he
would do, even when it’s not the
first thing He does.
You started rebuilding in
2007 and have invested about
$300,000. It’s 2015, and it’s still
unfinished. You haven’t lost
faith?
No.
About $300,000 more is needed, so the big hurdle is the
money.
That’s the only hurdle. I mean,
we’re not short on vision; we’re
short on provision. (Laughter.)

So your priorities may not be
No. 1 on God’s to-do list?
God could not trust everybody
to trust Him this long. When you
go back and look at those people
who walked by faith, Abraham
waited 25 years to get what the
Lord told him. Noah preached
120 years while building the ark.
So what is 10 years?
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ATLANTIC CITY

Dynamic Duo Rebuilds
ATLANTIC CITY, NEW JERSEY—The recession, economic hardships and a natural
disaster called Sandy have chipped the gleam off this city of leisure known for casinos, its
beach and boardwalk, and the Miss America pageant. But Atlantic City, a resort town of
almost 40,000, is trying to come back from the casino closings, labor unrest and a superstorm that delivered a knockout blow to thousands across the Garden State.

S

andy, which struck late October 2012, is responsible for at least 43
deaths in the state and $36.8 billion in damages. In Atlantic City, the
boardwalk and beach were hit hard. Beyond the boardwalk, however,
the impact was devastating. Winds and floods ravaged homes in
neighborhoods of every income range.
News reports said 70-80 percent of Atlantic City was under water; 82,000
homes and businesses sustained some damage and 5,000 properties were
severely damaged.
Insurance, savings, and loans softened the impact for residents with means.
But low-income homeowners with inadequate coverage and fewer connections
could not depend on the same resources. Many lived with friends and relatives
or upstairs in their own damaged homes during repairs.
Thankfully, at least two organizations continue to assist low-income
residents in navigating federal and state programs, handling insurance claims
and protecting homeowners from unscrupulous contractors. Both groups are
affiliated with Lott Carey and are dedicated to restoring and rebuilding homes.
And they confer and refer because getting people back home and on their feet
is not a competition but an ever-present objective, the groups say.
A Future With Hope, a group born of the storm in 2012, says Sandy was
the most destructive storm Jersey has ever seen. Months afterward, thousands
of residents still could not return to their homes. The Greater New Jersey
United Methodist Church determined a long-term effort was needed to help
26

communities rebound. In partnership with the United Methodist Committee
on Relief, A Future with Hope was created. Its goals are clear: “A Future with
Hope gets people back home by providing case managers, professional construction supervisors, and thousands of volunteers to work together to repair,
rebuild and renew.”
Lott Carey is referring volunteers to this group precisely for that purpose.
To volunteer or donate, visit afuturewithhope.org. If you know someone who
needs help, call (732) 359-1012.
Atlantic City Long Term Recovery Group (ACLTRG) says it mission is to
“respond to residents’ needs, rebuild homes and restore hope.” This is accomplished through a team of caseworkers, volunteers, construction partnerships,
and other recovery resources.
The organization—founded by volunteers, local clergy, elected officials
and concerned citizens—last July was named the largest housing developer
in Atlantic City by The Press of Atlantic City newspaper. The nonprofit had
renovated 88 homes.
If you want to volunteer or donate to ACLTRG, call (609) 541-2189 or
email acltrg@gmail.com.
— Text and Photos by Mike Tucker
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NEW JERSEY

The view from Gardner’s Basin, a
bayside park that offers shopping,
dining, fising and sightseeing.

Homes, Restores Faith
Back in 2012, some
residents gathered at
a portion of destroyed
boardwalk to catch a
glimpse of President
Obama during tour
of Jersey Shore.
Photo: Liz Roll/FEMA

Continued on Page 28
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A Future With Hope: Coming
Home Becomes a Reality
This renovated
property brought
three generations
back to Atlantic
City.

Rev. Lou Strugala

Jim Watson

Carolyn Conover

A trio from A Future With
Hope gathered at Venice Park
United Methodist Church here
recently, excited and grateful
for a chance to talk about what
restoring homes and lives means
to them, and why coming to
work is so special. Lott Carey
Herald’s Mike Tucker chatted
with Rev. Lou Strugala, construction director and spiritual
advisor; Jim Watson, construction foreman, and Carolyn
Conover, director of communication and development:

Tucker: Being in a resort town
means it can be easy to forget
about life beyond the boardwalk.
Watson: That’s important to
remember because it’s real. It’s
where the people live.
Tucker: What is the difference
between rebuilding and getting
people home?
Watson: When you build a
house, you hammer a nail into
a wall. That’s the easy part. To
get somebody home is to know
what it is that they’re afraid of
losing. That’s what I tell my

kids every day. I go to work. I
help people. I don’t work construction. I help people. That
makes it easy to come to work.
Rev. Strugala: We’re rebuilding
lives of families, we’re rebuilding neighborhood structures.
Many homes, especially in the
Venice Park area and in the
inner city, have been in families
for multiple generations. The
people need to come home.
They need to feel that sense of
community.
Tucker: It has been years.
What’s taking so long?

Venice Park United Methodist Church will always be
remembered as extending
a helping hand in the time
of Superstorm Sandy. Lay
Leader Cornel Jones says despite the fear and turmoil he
and others learned a valuable
lesson: “Troubles are going
to come. You have to hold
fast to God’s unchanging
hand no matter what it looks
like. There was destruction
and disaster all around, but
help was just coming in.
That’s the lesson learned: We
have to endure.”

Continued on Page 37
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Atlantic City Long Term Recovery
Group: Helping Hands Lift Spirit

R

ev. Collins A.
Days, Sr., pastors
one of the largest
congregations
in Atlantic City—the
3,000-member Second
Baptist Church. He is also
board chairman of the
Atlantic City Long Term
Recovery Group. He had
just returned from a mission
trip to Malawi when he
spoke with Mike Tucker of
the Lott Carey Herald:

What’s going on for citizens of
modest means who don’t have
a lot of support?
Lott Carey Herald/Summer 2015

There’s a lot happening now
in Atlantic City as it relates to
those who have been impacted negatively by Superstorm
Sandy. That’s because directly
after Sandy, we had another
storm—an economic storm
with more than 13,000 people
being laid off after four casinos
closed. Then, following the loss
of those casinos, the city laid off
workers and school districts laid
off workers. Now we’re facing a
possible third round of layoffs in
September. Many people have
not totally recovered. We still
have about 60 houses that needed to be redone or rebuilt—and
no funds available.

When Sandy hit, you knew
recovery would take a long
time. Did you think it would
be this long?
I stayed in Atlantic City during
the storm because I knew there
were a lot of people who would
not be able to leave because they
didn’t have the means to go.
So I stayed to see what kind of
assistance they would need. I
had no idea it was going to be as
bad as it was, nor did I have any
idea that it was going to take as
long to recover.
Was Second Baptist damaged?
We had about six inches of
water inside. Then right after
the storm—while the lights

were out and the alarm systems
off—people broke in, vandalized, stole a lot of computers,
damaged records, and broke
windows.
Tell me what your church did
to help people.
We provided food and clean water. We became the hub for the
relief effort immediately after
the storm. We probably served
about 15,000 people over the
course of three weeks.
What was the reaction when
people realized you were open
and ready to help?
They were tremendously relieved
Continued on Page 38
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VICKSBURG MISSISSIPPI

A heron hunts
for food along
train tracks.

I

REMEMBERING
THE FLOOD

n Spring 2011, historic flooding along the Mississippi destroyed hundreds of homes and businesses, extending from Kentucky to Mississippi and
forcing the evacuation of thousands of people. Water
crested at record heights in Vicksburg and Natchez, Mississippi.
Shipping of critical grain, fuel and chemical supplies was interrupted.
Parts of several states were declared federal disaster areas by President Obama.
Lott Carey joined the American Red Cross and other groups
in a massive disaster relief effort in affected areas. Thanks to donations,
gifts, volunteers and prayers, areas along the mighty river are recovering.
30
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GALVESTON TEXAS
HELPING PEOPLE
RISE AGAIN
Continued from Page 3

We have taken the lessons
learned through international
disaster responses in places such as
Grenada, Guyana, Haiti, Jamaica, Mozambique and Somalia to
develop effective strategies and
programs designed for “helping
people rise again.” That’s the Lott
Carey disaster services tagline, and
it is born from our confidence
and experience in the resurrection.
Despite the degree of devastation,

“The images of
horror and pain
are still clear in
my memory”
we know that through the power
of Jesus Christ, we can help people to rise from tragedy and move
toward security again.
This edition of the Lott Carey
Herald offers glimpses of our
service in past disasters and
points toward our ever-expanding capacities to help churches
help vulnerable communities
deal with the inevitability of
disasters. It is not a question of
whether disaster is coming. It
is a matter of when a disaster is
coming. Read. Rejoice. Recommit to being ready to be a shelter
in the time of storm.
Ready,
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Crews collect drywall, insulation and other Ike debris tossed by residents.
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Hurricane Ike: Restoration,
Renewal, Revival Needed
Editor’s Note: Hurricane Ike swirled
“I served as a Relief Center coordinator. We operated on the
through parts of the Greater Antilles
island of Galveston. We did mental health (counseling) and
and North America in 2008,
pastoral care. We provided social services and a youth prokilling 195 people. The impact on
gram. The program was limited because we were never fully
infrastructure and agriculture was
funded. Nevertheless, we did service a substantial clientele
devastating in Cuba and Texas. On
for the short time we were open. More important, it broadSeptember 13, the eye of the hurriened my personal scope and appreciation for missions.”
cane made landfall over the
east end of Galveston Island
“Galveston is still rebuilding structurally. But the
then went north up Galgreater need is for a revival within the churches. Five
veston Bay, along the east
of the churches are really struggling in the afterside of Houston. Authorimath of the storm. One continues to meet off the
ties said more than 3,400
island; it cannot return to its building. The other has
families in surrounding
recently lost its building to foreclosure. The city itself
areas were left homeless Rev. Kerry W. Tillmon is faring better than the churches. We are currently
because of Ike. Rev. Kerry
calling the pastors together to seek God for restoW. Tillmon is pastor of the West
ration, renewal and revival.”
Point Missionary Baptist Church in
Galveston; president of the Baptist
“Participating in Lott Carey has opened my eyes to a deep
Ministers Association of Galveston
call for discipleship in missions, both at home and foreign.
and president of the American BapWatching all the various agencies rally in support of the
tist General Convention of Texas.
broader community has called to the forefront the need to
He offers a few thoughts about the
respond on foreign fields, which do not have such resources.”
Ike experience.
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MONROVIA LIBERIA

Thelma DahnDebrah of the
UN’s Food and
Agricultural
Organization. She
led communities in
a variety of health
and education
projects on Ebola.
Her efforts are
reflected in pictures
accompanying this
story.

Text by
Geri Coleman Tucker

EBOLA CASTS
LONG SHADOW OVER

LIBERIA

Photos by
Thelma Dahn-Debrah

‘We have to remain very vigorous about cleanliness . . .’

T

he specter of Ebola hovers
over Liberia, three months
after the World Health
Organization (WHO)
declared the country free of the
killer disease. In recent weeks, a few
isolated cases of Ebola have surfaced.
At least one person has died.
The people, health care workers
and the government are alarmed yet
hopeful that the handful of cases
won’t mark the start of another widespread crisis in Liberia. The country
is still reeling from the deep scars the
Ebola crisis inflicted on families, the
health-care system, schools, businesses, communities and the nation’s
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broad strides toward recovery
after a 14-year civil war that
ended in 2003.
Poverty has deepened. Food
shortages abound in some
areas. Businesses have closed or
left; some that remained have
reopened but are struggling. The
World Bank Group as of July
has mobilized $385 million in
aid for Liberia. But the group estimates that Liberia, along with
Sierra Leone and Guinea, will
lose $1.6 billion in economic
growth this year as a result of the
Ebola crisis.
Liberia’s fragile health-care
system has yet to recover. Hospitals are scrambling for money
to pay their workers and get the
proper amount of equipment
and supplies needed to treat the
sick. And despite government
promises to pay health care
workers extra hazardous duty
pay over the past year, most of
that money has never materialized.
Yet this country of 4.3
million citizens and its allies are
proving to the world that Liberia is resilient. President Ellen
Johnson Sirleaf and her counterparts in Guinea and Sierra
Leone attended an International
Ebola Recovery Conference
at the United Nations in New
Lott Carey Herald/Summer 2015

bola by the nu bers
Country

Cumulative
cases

Cumulative
deaths

Guinea

3,729

2,482

Liberia

10,666

4,806

Sierra Leone 13,119

3,932

Total

11,220

27,514

Source: World Health Organization

York to develop strategies to prevent a recurrence of the Ebola
epidemic. And Liberia wants to
make sure the world knows that
despite its many setbacks, it is
open for business. It is courting
delegations of business leaders
from around the world eager
to make investments in the
country.
Lott Carey, a large contingent
of U.S. churches, and other
missionary groups from around
the world have played a major

role in helping Liberia through
the crisis. Lott Carey and a
partner, So Send I You, sent two
major shipments of bleach for
hand-washing and cleansing,
food and non-perishables to Liberia. It also partnered with Kids
Against Hunger in funding a
shipment of nearly 50,000 meals
to Liberia. And those shipments
were in addition to hundreds of
thousands of dollars in money
sent to help the recovery. “We
were able to partner with some

clinics and hospitals there and
direct the money where it was
needed most,” says Rev. Dawn
Sanders, Director of Missional
Programs.
Lott Carey worked closely
with Thelma Dahn-Debrah
of the United Nation’s Food
and Agricultural Organization
(FAO) to get the money and
supplies to the right places, Rev.
Sanders said. Dahn-Debrah,
an assistant representative for
administration at FAO and
president of the Lott Carey
School’s alumni association, said
she was able to target the donations because she attended daily
briefings from Liberia’s Ministry
of Health and heard firsthand
where the shortages existed. And
on her own time — evenings
and most weekends — she put
her master’s in public health
to work, raising awareness and
holding training sessions for
more than a thousand people in
communities around the country on how to prevent the spread
of Ebola.
But the borders are porous
between Liberia and its neighbors Sierra Leone and Guinea,
which are still in the throes of
battling the Ebola virus. And
the flow of people from the two
Continued on Page 34
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Education is a
key component of
fighting Ebola,
and learning
is conducted
in a variety of
settings.

EBOLA
Continued from Page 33

neighboring countries into Liberia brings with it the concern
that Liberia’s long Ebola nightmare may not be over —just
temporarily interrupted.
To date, nearly 28,000 people in Liberia, Sierra Leone and
Guinea have contracted Ebola.
The outbreak of Ebola in West
Africa is the largest on record.
More than 11,200 have died, including more than 4,800 deaths
in Liberia, more than 2,400 in
Guinea and more the 3,900 in
Sierra Leone. Ebola is a hemorrhagic fever that causes internal
bleeding in its victims. So far,
there is no known cure though
there has been some success in
treating the disease. Researchers
around the world are focused on
trying to determine what causes
Ebola in order to prevent future
outbreaks.
Few officials are surprised
by the reappearance of Ebola
in Liberia. In fact, Dr. Alex
Gasasira of WHO warned of
the possibility even as WHO
declared Liberia Ebola-free on
34

May 9, citing the risk that people from neighboring countries
who had the virus might cross
into Liberia’s borders. President Sirleaf has vowed to take
a regional approach to sharing
information and expertise in
fighting the disease, declaring: “I
am confident that the situation
will be put under control.”
Added Sheldon Yett, a representative for the United Nations
Children’s Fund (UNICEF)
in Liberia, “The speed of the
response to these cases shows
that no one has let their guard

down. Now we have to put
everything we have into getting
back to zero cases,” he said in a
statement.
Still, it is not clear how the
17-year-old Liberian man who
died from Ebola in June contracted the disease, according
to Tolbert Nyenswah, Liberia’s
deputy health minister. And
health officials say he had not
been near the border.
So Liberia remains on alert.
In addition to reminding their
countrymen and women to
remain vigilant and maintain

the hand-cleansing and other
hygiene practices that were
established to minimize the risk
of spreading Ebola, the government recently installed three
new electronic scanners at its
Roberts International Airport
that can detect if a person’s body
temperature is elevated from
more than 35 feet away. Schools
routinely do temperature checks
each morning to identify anyone
running a fever or showing any
symptoms of illness and send
them home.
“Every morning after devotions we talk to the students
about how to be safe in the
community. We have to remain
very vigorous about cleanliness
and very vigilant,” says the
Rev. Emile Sam-Peal, principal of the Lott Carey Baptist
Mission School in Brewerville.
The school has hand-washing
stations all over the campus
for students, teachers and staff.
It is the new norm across the
country.
Geri Coleman Tucker is a freelance writer and editor living in
the Washington, DC, area.
Lott Carey Herald/Summer 2015
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Renovated classrooms bring enlightenment and comfort to learning.

LOTT CAREY MISSION SCHOOL
AND COMMUNITY

STRUGGLING
BUT SURVIVING
‘What is abundant . . . is faith; churches are full on the weekends’

By Geri Coleman Tucker

A

new reality has set in
for the Lott Carey
Baptist Mission
School (LCM) and
its campuses in Brewerville and
Bopolu. Resources, which were
already scarce before the March
2014 outbreak of the Ebola
virus in West Africa, are even
scarcer now.
The school’s major source
of income — tuition — has
dwindled as enrollment dropped
from 450 last year to 353 now.
Some students and their families
moved away during the Ebola
epidemic, said Rev. Emile SamLott Carey Herald/Summer 2015

Peal, Principal of LCM. “Many
of those who lost businesses or
jobs could no longer afford to
send their children to school. So
they pulled their children out of
school and sent them to public
school — or no school at all.”
All of Liberia’s schools were
closed for months during the
height of the Ebola crisis. LCM
reopened in March, a few weeks
after the Liberian government
lifted the ban.
To make up for lost time,
LCM — which normally closes
for summer break in June —
will remain open through
August and much of Liberia’s
often grueling rainy season

so that students can catch up
with their studies. The 2015-16
school year will start in September, Sam-Peal said. But for now,
Internet service is spotty, roads
can be difficult to travel, and
diseases like malaria and dysentery are on the rise in the bacterial soup caused by the weather.
“Most of our students don’t
have raingear, such as umbrellas
and raincoats,” Sam-Peal said.
“Unfortunately, some of them
will get sick. But rain doesn’t
hold them back. They come to
school because they know how
important an education is.”
The depth of the challenges
that all schools face has not gone

unnoticed by the government.
“The rainy season will significantly reduce pupil and teacher
attendance, particularly in rural
areas, in the coming months,”
Liberia’s Ministry of Education
acknowledged in a statement.
“There are too many schools
with no latrines, no water, no
roofs across the country.”
More parents than ever
have come to Sam-Peal asking
for financial aid or seeking to
pay tuition in installments.
“We have had to step in with
our limited resources and
help where possible in buying
books, school bags and school
Continued on Page 36
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LIBERIA SCHOOLS
Continued from Page 35

supplies,” he said. That has
stretched the school’s finances
to its limits. The many months
that schools were closed meant
a loss of income for LCM. And
now that schools are open, costs
are higher than ever despite the
fact that “income is not coming
in as we had hoped.” Even some
of the simplest things, such as
toilet paper and paper towels,
are in short supply.
What is abundant at the
school and in the larger communities, however, is faith.
Devotions are held daily at the
schools. Churches are full on
the weekends. “Our faith and
trust in the Lord is stronger
than ever,” said Sam-Peal. “If
Ebola has taught us anything, it
is that we cannot trust in manmade institutions. God is our
refuge and our strength.” His
declaration is in sharp contrast
to a recent story in The New
York Times which focused on a
dimming of faith for some in
Liberia in the wake of Ebola.
While some churches may have
seen a drop in their membership
since the crisis ended, “church
attendance has not waned in
most places,” Sam-Peal said.
His concern is focused on
the current and future needs of
the schools. Sam-Peal said the
need for prayer support from
Christians and others around
the world remains great, as does
the need for resources – both financial and in-kind. He pointed
to a recent gift of $75,000 from
Alfred Street Baptist Church in
Alexandria, Virginia, in addition
to money the church already
gives through Lott Carey. That
$75,000 was used to renovate
four classrooms and create
four additional classrooms and
a bathroom for the school in
Brewerville.
Among Sam-Peal’s other
concerns are the need for:
• Additional functional
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A $75,000 gift from Alfred Street Baptist Street in Alexandria, Virginia, was used in renovation.
academic spaces;
• Money to offer competitive salaries to retain and
continue to train qualified
teachers and staff;
• Greater contributions from
local churches; and,
• Continued prayer.
“I appreciate that fact that
many churches in the U.S. are
facing difficulties of their own,”
he said. “I am thankful for their
continued commitment to
missions and to Liberia despite
their challenges.”
Giving to missions took
a significant hit in the wake
the global recession of 2008,
according to Dr. David Emmanuel Goatley, Executive
Secretary-Treasurer of Lott
Carey. Ninety percent of the
organization’s revenue comes
from African American individuals and churches, which took
a disproportionate financial hit

from job losses and mortgage
foreclosures, he noted. The recourse for many churches, some
of which lost significant income
during the recession, was to
put more money toward local
needs, such as food pantries and
rental assistance. That meant
less money going toward foreign
missions.
Goatley said Lott Carey has
borrowed funds to lessen the
financial hit the LCM school
would have otherwise taken.
And he says Lott Carey will
remain faithful in supporting LCM even as the school
explores new ways to raise
funding.
“This is a decade of a more
focused engagement with Lott
Carey in disaster services in the
U.S.,” he said. “We are resurrection people. There are so many
places in the world where people
have been knocked down. But

Photo: Lott Carey

our work is helping people rise
again. It is a constant work —
but it’s a good work.”
Geri Coleman Tucker is a freelance writer and editor living in
the Washington, DC, area.

HOW YOU CAN HELP
Contributions for school
supplies and food are still
needed:
• Mail checks to Lott
Carey, 8201 Corporate
Drive, Suite 1245,
Landover, MD 20785
• Give online at www.
lottcarey.org.
For more information,
contact Rev. Dawn Sanders
at 301-429-3300, ext. 13, or
email dsanders@lottcarey.org
Lott Carey Herald/Summer 2015

FUTURE WITH HOPE
Continued from Page 28

Conover: Recovery takes time
and the United Methodist
Church of Greater New Jersey
recognized that recovery would
take three to five years or even
longer to get people home.
There’s a process. There is funding in place, but it is a challenge
to work with insurance, to
work with the Federal Emergency Management Agency, to
work with other government
programs, to pull the resources
together, to identify what the
needs are and then address
people’s needs.
Rev. Strugala: There are homeowners who have been back in
their homes for two years. They
could self-recover because of
savings. They were over-insured
in some cases so they were able
to hire a builder and get the job
done. A Future With Hope is
out to help the low-income, the
elderly, and the handicapped.
The program has morphed. It
also helps the vulnerable—the
people who have been victims of
contractor fraud and the people
who cannot recover because
they don’t understand construction technique or process. We
have to take into consideration
all the different dynamics.
We have mortgage companies
involved. We have insurance
companies involved. We have
the government involved. We
have people’s personal savings
and assets involved. Our case
managers put together the
whole package so we’re able to
figure out what’s the best recovery process. If someone’s home
is marginal, do we tear it down
and build a new one because
that’s a better recovery plan? Or
do we fix what they have? The
process just takes time.
Tucker: Each of you sounds
so earnest. Does working with
A Future With Hope have a
spiritual component?
Watson: It’s a different work enLott Carey Herald/Summer 2015
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Plumbers carry color pipes during renovation of house in Bungalow Park. Below, new window installed.
vironment. I remember not too
long ago opening the front door
of a house we had repaired and
this family of three generations
of single women walks in. There
were tears in their eyes because
they were home. The oldest said,
“I never thought I’d get back
here.” I helped in that. It makes
it easy to get up in the morning
at 5 o’clock when I want to go
back to bed. It makes it easy to
say, “Okay. Get your lazy butt
out of bed and go help somebody.”
Tucker: What sorts of problems
do you typically see in a damaged home?
Rev. Strugala: Sandy blew
roofs off. It blew windows in.
Water damage is the primary
problem; and that water damage
can cause cast iron pipes for
the sewer to crack. It can cause
shifting of the foundations. It
can cause electrical issues. It can
cause shifting of the support
columns and beams within the
crawl spaces and basements. We
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have a multitude of problems,
so our approach has been more
holistic.
Conover: A Future With Hope
is the most robust recovery
organization in the state of New
Jersey. As the years have gone by
and we’re nearing the three-year
mark, the effects of Sandy and
Sandy Recovery are out of the
news cycle. So people around
the country, people around the
state are not familiar with the

need that still exists. We have
an estimated 10,000 families
in New Jersey alone that are
still not in their homes after
the storm. Our job is to stay
on the ground until recovery is
complete.
Tucker: If they’re not in their
homes, where are they?
Conover: On relatives’ couches, on the second floor of their
homes. People live in damaged
homes, apartments and motels.
They are struggling. Some are
paying rent and a mortgage.
They are in a downward spiral
of debt because their recovery
needs are so great.
Rev. Strugala: We recently welcomed our 10,000th volunteer.
They all feel they get blessed
more than they give—by being
the hands and feet of Christ.
Conover: That’s how I feel. I
used to have a job and a career.
Now I have a mission.
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ACLTRG
Continued from Page 29

because no one had prepared for
it. Those who were very poor
couldn’t go to the store and
couldn’t buy water. Food spoiled
very quickly because there
was no power. There was no
electricity; no batteries; no water
and no food. And the water out
of the tap was contaminated.
People were drinking contaminated water.
How did you get food and
water?
We were able to get a few things
from the Red Cross, but the Red
Cross didn’t come in for almost
five days afterwards. So for the
thousands of people that were
left in Atlantic City, no one
came because the governor shut
the city down. He said, “No one
in and no one out.”

Luckily, you warehoused.
Right. And then when the Red
Cross finally came in—because
we were open and already doing
things—we became a central
location for supplies.

They came from the Midwest,
and they were intimidated. They
were well meaning but handled
people the wrong way. We said
to him, “We need some African
American volunteers.”

What did the experience teach
you?
Sandy taught me that you have
to persevere. You have to take
ownership of your own problems. Even though it seems
overwhelming, God makes the
ways. God will educate you
really quick.

You made an appeal during a
Lott Carey Annual Session.
I said, “We’re African Americans
that are impacted. No one’s
coming to our rescue. We need
some help. We appeal to the
good people of the Lott Carey
to come and help your people.
If you don’t come, then it won’t
get done.”

Lott Carey likes to “come
alongside,” then ask its partners what is needed.
Lott Carey was ACLTRG’s
savior. When we began rebuilding homes, we were working
with some partners that came to
Atlantic City and did not know
how to deal with African Americans in an urban environment.

And the response?
Overwhelming and immediate.
Pastors met me as I was walking
out and said, “Listen, we’re
coming. Here’s my card. Give
me a card. Who do I need to
call? What do I need to do?” For
the first time, through Lott Carey, we had people from our own

state to respond from North
Jersey, from Lott Carey churches, and it was just phenomenal.
What do churches need to do
in responding to disasters?
The African American church
has been absent when it comes
to real disaster management
and crisis. What I’ve found is
that there has to be a tremendous amount of training and
participation in preparation
for disasters, especially when it
comes to African Americans.
That’s because we are the ones
most negatively impacted. A
storm doesn’t discriminate. It
hits everybody. But we’re the last
ones that recover, if we can recover. It would be wonderful for
churches to actively participate
in disaster management because
churches are a direct link to the
community.

ACLTRG Says More Help Is Needed
Clarence Alston, executive director
of ACLTRG, says the
organization needs more resources
so it can help more people.
What’s your current status?
To have continued and meaningful impact, we need additional funds. We are working
with A Future with Hope,
which has its construction arm.
We do not have funds now for
our own. So we are working
now primarily doing the case
management of the clients and
the need, and presenting their cases to this other organization that has funds to continue with the construction.
Do people really understand how desperate the needs are?
Too many people away from the epicenter do not understand that the need is still great. We still see houses that have
plumbing problems. We see people who still have mold remediation needs. So that’s frustrating. The confusion comes
because we don’t see some of the public leadership, particularly political leadership, trying to put this at the front of
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their agenda.
What is the Sandy experience
teaching you as a Christian?
It’s one thing to talk about having
this heart for people. It’s another to
be willing to continue to work five
days, not knowing whether you’re
going to get paid—and sometimes
not getting paid—because you see
the need is still there. But I see the
faithfulness of God in that even if I
miss a paycheck, I don’t miss a meal,
and I still have shelter. It has helped
Photo: Mike Tucker
me to put things in perspective about
what I really need to live.
I heard Lott Carey impressed you. Why?
It gives me a sense of pride to know that there are people
who are out there with the same kind of commitment and
the same kind of determination to help other people, and
not focused on profit. I spent some time with them over
in our volunteer center, and just listening to them—their
innocence, their purity of thought and commitment to
work—was wonderful.
Lott Carey Herald/Summer 2015

Grateful Voices From AC

Violet Mintess: The retired nurse, at right, is grateful to Atlantic
City Long Term Recovery Group and its corps of multicultural volunteers who repaired water-damaged floors, assisted with
household chores and cut red tape to restore her home. With her is
Donna Nelson-Lee, ACLTRG Case Manager Supervisor. “I don’t
know what I would have done without them. It took Sandy for me
to realize that the world is made up of all types of people who can
help you.”

Lewis Morton: The first-time homeowner is near tears describing
the damage that Sandy visited upon the house he and his wife,
Cassandra, share. The roof, support beams and crawl space needed
fixing. Plus, there was often-complicated paperwork and the uncertainty that comes with insurance and aid requests. “At one point I
was doubtful,” says Morton. “But once I handed it over to (ACLTRG), the burden was lifted.”

Lyndora Crouch: When the storm waters rose, the active grandmother retreated upstairs. It took about six months to restore walls
and flooring, but she appreciates ACLTRG for assisting her with
paperwork and providing volunteers. “I was so happy. I thank God
for the help,” she says. “If not for ACLTRG, I wouldn’t have a
home.”

Laurnell Vavrusa: Sandy forced the animal lover and her pets out
of their house for more than six months. She credits ACLTRG with
getting the help needed to restore the plumbing and electrical and
fix the myriad of flood-related problems. “If it weren’t for them, I
still would not be in my house,” she says. “They’re the best, doubleA-plus.” And she’s back home frolicking with dog Murphy and cats
Snooki and Kiki.
Photos by Mike Tucker
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Thousands of tents shipped, shown here and below, mean some residents will not be totally homeless.

Faith of Nepalese Unshaken
by Twin Quakes

Text by
Geri Coleman Tucker

Photos by
Baptist World Alliance

Nearly 400,000 homes were destroyed

A

ll around him, Ryan
Iafigliola could see
signs of healing
during a recent visit
to Nepal. But much more must
be done, he says.
“Nepal is not getting nearly
as much help as needed,” says
Iafigliola, director of International Field Operations for the Fuller
Center for Housing. The center is
an international Christian nonprofit that builds and renovates
houses in partnership with families in need. “Maybe it is disaster
fatigue among donors. Maybe it’s
the distance that Nepal is from
the U.S. But a much greater response is needed,” Iafigliola says.
Devastating twin earthquakes
struck Nepal in April and May,
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killing an estimated 9,000 people and leaving millions without
sufficient housing, food and
medical care, according to the
United Nations. “But the peo-

ple of Nepal are doing what is
within their control to get back
on their feet again,” says Iafigliola, who returned to the United
States in mid-July from surveying

relief efforts in the landlocked
and mountainous Central Asian
country. Eight of the 14 highest
mountains in the world are in
Nepal.
Christians around the world
have joined nonprofits, governmental and humanitarian groups
in the massive relief effort for
the region. The greatest needs
now are for food and housing,
says Iafigliola. Nearly 400,000
homes were destroyed by the
twin quakes, according to official
reports.
Iafigliola spent much of his
time in Nepal in and around the
district of Trishuli, where house
after house was wiped out by the
quakes when their mud walls and
thatched roofs gave way during
the shaking. However, a dozen
homes built by the Fuller Center
Lott Carey Herald/Summer 2015

Family sorts
through rubble
for materials
that can be
reused.

FAITH OF NEPALESE
UNSHAKEN
Continued from Page 40

before the quakes suffered no
damage. “We need to be able to
help teach the people in Nepal
how to rebuild better homes and
share our technology and knowhow with them,” Iafigliola says.
Construction may go slowly
at first though. Nepal is in the
midst of monsoon season. The
Fuller Center has set a shortterm goal of building 30 homes
within the next 60 days and 200
within the next two years. The
homes will be 350 square feet in
area with a bathroom and place
to bathe, a level of comfort that
many of the poor could not
afford. “We are still looking for
more partners and donors to be
part of the project,” Iafigliola
says.
Baptist World Aid (BWA),
the relief arm of the Baptist
World Alliance, is leading a
global effort among Baptists to
Lott Carey Herald/Summer 2015

Many families sleep in tents but leave their belongings in damaged homes.
provide food, shelter and medical aid — as well as spiritual
support — in Nepal. The group
has shipped thousands of tents
to help house the homeless. And
through BWA, Lott Carey has
donated thousands of dollars to
provide mosquito nets for those
left homeless by the quakes and
forced to live out in the open or
in tents until permanent housing
can be found. “All that water
and moisture can be a real health
issue,” Iafigliola says. And the
health care system is severely

strained.
Nearly a thousand health-care
facilities in the most affected
areas were either damaged or
destroyed, according to the
World Health Organization. The
agency has set up several dozen
temporary medical centers in
the 14 districts of Nepal that
suffered the most loss from the
earthquakes.
Geri Coleman Tucker is a freelance
writer and editor living in the Washington, DC, area.

How You Can Help . . .
Donations may be made to
Lott Carey designated for
Nepal at
www.lottcarey.org
Or you can send a check to:
Lott Carey
8201 Corporate Drive
Suite 1245
Landover, MD 20785
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CAP-HAITIEN HAITI

T

he spirit of the people of
Haiti remains unbroken
despite earthquakes, floods
and diseases that have
ravaged much of the country over
the past few years. Haitians measure
progress in homes rebuilt, hopes
rekindled and hearts restored.
Photos by Logan Abassi/UN
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UN water filtration project provides hygiene training in Port-au-Prince.

F

Rebuilding Haiti

ive years ago in January 2010, a devastating earthquake shook Port-auPrince to the ground, leveling buildings and killing more than 200,000.
At least one million people were displaced.
Ten months later, the quake was followed by
an outbreak of cholera that has since sickened
750,000 people and killed 8,000. Then, in April
of this year, heavy rains and flooding forced
nearly 9,000 families from their homes.

Photo: Mike Tucker

Duplexes provide permanent housing to those living in temporary tents
and wood shelters. This model was built by Lott Carey partner Grace
International in Lambi.

Ryan Iafigliola of the nonprofit Fuller Center for Housing, a Lott Carey partner,
writes about the rebuilding effort in Haiti.
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From foundation
to completion,
workers and
residents
take pride in
rebuilding the
community.

Ryan Iafigliola is director of
International Field Operations for
the nonprofit Christian group, The
Fuller Center for Housing based
in Americus, Georgia. He has
traveled the world overseeing building and disaster-recovery efforts in
some of the neediest countries.

Constructing a Spirit of Community
are extremely encouraging. Some
have suggested that Haiti may
oday, even more so
actually be better off now than it
than before the earthwas before the quake. But there
quake five years ago,
still is a tremendously long way
Haitians have seen
to go. There are more houses to
that they are the ones who will
build, more kids who deserve a
move their country forward, not
good education, and more ecointernational governments or aid
nomic opportunities to develop.
organizations.
The Fuller Center is shifting
Groups like Lott Carey and
from disaster response to longthe Fuller Center have been
term development. Families of
successful because we follow the
the homes we are building now
Haitians’ lead, and serve as equal
are paying the costs forward
partners rather than coming in
using the Biblical mandate of
with money and thinking we have
no-profit, no-interest loans to the
all the answers.
poor (Exodus 22:25,
impact in Haiti, and we praise
nent shelter. It is one of the most
Lott Carey has been a great
Nehemiah 5).
and thank God for what he has
successful permanent housing
blessing to our ministry efforts.
Leading work at a new site of
enabled us to do.
communities in Haiti, and our
From volunteers to fundraising
ours in Pignon, Haiti, is a group
We were part of two disaspartners are still at work in the
to prayers and encouragement,
of Haitian Christian young proter-response
projects
that
we
can
community helping it to achieve
Lott Carey has been right there
fessionals who want to give back
look back upon as a lasting legacy its sustainability goals.
with us along the way. By workto their community as we build
of our efforts in Haiti. The first
The other project was 77
ing together, we have accomhomes on land that each family
is a 56-home community called
houses built on families’ own
plished more than either of us
owns. They’re off to a great start.
Lambi Village that we built with
land throughout Croix-des-Boucould have ever done alone.
We need more funds to let them
partners like Grace Internationquets, Haiti, with partners Homes
It is almost shocking to hear
continue building quickly. We infrom the Heart and the United
the distrust and anger that many al, Lott Carey, and the African
vite volunteers and donors to join
Church of Christ. Those homes
Haitians hold for the large secular American Baptist Mission Colus in serving Christ as we do our
changed the lives of those faminon-governmental organizations. laboration. We literally helped
best. Please do not stop praying
lies on a deep level.
Faith-based and grassroots orga- move families out of inhumane
and working with Haiti.
tent-living into attractive, permaThe signs of progress in Haiti
nizations had the most positive
By Ryan Iafigliola
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RED CROSS
Continued from Page 3

retain their individual identities,
will work on:
• Home fire prevention,
canvassing neighborhoods,
sharing information and
installing smoke detectors.
• Educating third-to
fifth-graders on disaster
preparedness to enhance
their coping skills during a
real emergency.
• Recruiting volunteers to
respond to local, regional
and national disasters.
• Agreements to convert
church facilities into emergency shelters in times of
crisis.

Photos: Tony Taylor

• Convincing more churches to host blood drives in
collaboration with other
congregations and community organizations.

Red Cross
workers consult
with residents
during home
visits and install
smoke alarms.

For more information contact Kathi L. Reid, program manager, Haiti & Disaster Services,
Lott Carey-301.429.3300, kreid@lottcarey.org

Red Cross Staffers Welcome Lott Carey Alliance

Michael Cantagallo
Disaster Program Specialist
American Red Cross in the
National Capital Region
“Working with Lott Carey has
been very gratifying. Given our
mission and the extraordinary
level of fellowship and sense of
purpose and mission at Lott
Carey, our partnership is a natural fit. We don’t own buildings.
The American Red Cross thrives
because of the dedication of volunteers and generosity of donors.
Opening houses of worship to
friends and neighbors in need is
the kind of help that is absolutely critical to help people on the
road to recovery.”
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Hope Martin
Programs Coordinator
and Outreach
American Red Cross,
Carolina Piedmont Region,
North Carolina
“Lott Carey will help us be more
visible in various communities
it serves on the local level. The
value of the partnership is seeing
Lott Carey and the American
Red Cross together, which may
open doors and take away some
apprehension. Gaining access
is critical in educating residents
about fire prevention.We sit
down and explain the importance of having an emergency
plan; and we’ll even install a
smoke detector.”

Ginger P. Weaver
Specialist, Disaster & Military
Services
American Red Cross
of Virginia
“Both organizations have the
same type of mission, we’re
about the same thing—helping
people. It’s a win-win relationship. We will certainly promote
Lott Carey and the good it wants
to do in communities, and Lott
Carey adds depth and will help
us do things in a bigger way. Preparedness is key so when there
is a disaster, families are ready to
help themselves and help others.
That means we have to be organized and work with partners.”

Vincent A. Edwards
National Director, Biomedical
Services & Diversity Initiatives
American Red Cross
“I’m really taken with Lott Carey
and its understanding of vital
needs. Blood donation is an example. Currently, the Red Cross
donor base is not in proportion
to the community that we serve.
African Americans, Hispanics
and Asians are not the majority
of blood donors. In fact, we have
less than half a percent penetration to the total population. We
must get communities of color
to donate because not only is it
our civic responsibility, but it will
assist us in supporting patients
with rare blood needs—such
as those with sickle cell disease.
One pint of whole blood potentially will save three lives when
divided into red blood cells,
white blood cells and plasma.
Lott Carey Herald/Summer 2015

BANDAR BAYLA SOMALIA

The Lott Carey Response in Somalia:
Compassion with Lasting Impact
The 2004 Indian Ocean earthquake created a tsunami that
reached Somalia some 2,800
miles away, killing 300 people
and displacing 50,000. The United Nations reported that 1,180
homes were destroyed, 2,400 boats
smashed and freshwater wells and
reservoirs rendered useless. Rev.
Corey David Johnson, senior pastor of Union Grove Missionary
Baptist Church in Memphis,
Tennessee, was a member of the
Lott Carey team that responded
and remembers the experience in
the following account and pictures.

Team members
watch as
plane receives
maintenance.

L

ott Carey responded to
the devastating tsunami in the traditional
way: We were asked to
prepare support for the ravaged
Eastern Shore of Africa. At the
time, little media attention was
given to the coastline of Somalia,
where the village of Bandar
Bayla was destroyed. It needed
to rebuild after the tsunami. Lott
Carey responded to a call for
help from Fred Nyabera, who
at the time was the executive
director of the Fellowship of
Christian Councils and Churches in the Great Lakes and Horn
of Africa (FECCLAHA). Lott
Carey’s team response was
multi-layered:
• We partnered with
FECCLAHA, since it was
closest to the devastation.
• Like FECCLAHA, we
listened to the needs of the
people most affected by the
tsunami.
• We developed an intervention based upon those
findings.
• We met with Lott Carey
leadership to gauge our abilLott Carey Herald/Summer 2015

At left, Rev.
Johnson,
standing left,
with members of
his team.

ity to support the effort and
to avoid overpromising.
• We secured support from
the Lott Carey network of
churches in finances and
time.
• We developed processes and
protocols surrounding our
intervention with FECCLAHA. This is important
so our support was seen by
those as FECCLAHA’s intervention with the support
of Lott Carey. This is critical
to the empowerment of the
local organization;
• I traveled about a half-dozen times to Nairobi, Kenya,
the home base of FECCLAHA, to oversee our efforts
and evaluate the breadth of

our intervention. Travel into
Somalia was difficult. I also
led Lott Carey pastors back
to see the work that had
been done on behalf of the
Lott Carey family.
Our efforts continued for at
least four years. I stayed involved
for the entire time of my work
with Lott Carey. I have remained
in email communication with
Christiano Odoul, one of my
colleagues in Kenya who has
since relocated home to Uganda.
Christiano did the majority of
the logistical coordination for
my travel while in Kenya and
Somalia. Without him, the work
could not have been completed.
Is Lott Carey’s impact still felt
a decade later? I haven’t been to

Somalia in years. But Lott Carey’s impact will always be felt in
the country because of the work
we completed. We supported
two major projects in Bandar
Bayla—the water purification
project and the support of electricity in the local school.
During my time at Lott Carey, we made tremendous measureable differences in the lives
of the body of Christ around
the world. And it was made very
simply through the missional
construct that Lott Carey possesses. Lott Carey recognizes that
when the Holy Spirit fell, as recorded in Acts 2, the Holy Spirit
fell everywhere. This means that
everyone who has received it can
do the work of Christ in meaningful, substantive ways.
Lott Carey’s job is not to preside over anyone but to engage
and form relationships with
those in affected areas of the
world. Through our engagement
we show the love of Christ. The
tsunami intervention was about
more than buying fishing boats
that helped the community survive. It was about believing that
the power of Christ through the
Holy Spirit was active.
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8201 Corporate Drive, Suite 1245
Landover, MD 20785-2230
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This photo was taken during observance of the third anniversary of the 2010 earthquake that devastated Haiti. Update, Page 42.

